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 Like a building block toy, this modular bookcase allows you to create shelves with limitless shapes and 

dimensions. The system is composed of three joints and four panels in plastic with modular dimensions 

of the same depth. Assembly involves simply pressing the elements to lock them together, without the 

help of tools or the use of screws or metal pins. The special solidity of the structure allows the system to 

be used as a self-supporting dividing barrier or even as a shelf-tower in the middle of a room.  Ideal for the 

home and the offi ce, the bookcase system is fi tted with a cubic container, a component which is offered 

in various colours. The cube, a useful and colourful bookshelf accessory, can be employed as a stand-

alone container with or without castor wheels, for storage of toys, clothes and other objects. Such simple 

features allow the formation of a practical bookshelf suited to any home or offi ce space imaginable, a 

simple solution for the need to store any work tool or object.

  width height depth weight    

    kg.   

4760 3,5 3,5 35,5 0,275   

 2-ways joint       

4761 3,5 3,5 35,5 0,320   

 3-ways joint       

4762 3,5 7 35,5 0,390   

 4-ways joint       

4763 16 3,5 35,5 0,310   

 short shelf       

4764 35,5 3,5 35,5 0,670   

 medium shelf       

4765 74,5 3,5 35,5 1,450   

 wide shelf       

4766 94 3,5 35,5 1,830   

 maxi shelf       

4770 35,5 35,5 35,5 2,750   

 cube for modular shelving system       

 packaging quantity weight kg. volume m3

4760 4 1,400 0,010

4761 4 1,650 0,014

4762 1 0,600 0,010

4763 2 0,800 0,005

4764 4 3,100 0,019

4765 2 3,400 0,026

4766 1 2,400 0,015

4770 1 3,550 0,065

4770

Mat

 03/white

06/yellow

09/black

10/red

20/light blue

4760 / 4761 / 4762 / 4763 / 4764

4765 / 4766

Mat

 03/white

09/black

Material

 Joints and shelves: ABS

 Cube:  lacquered polyurethane

Modular Bookshelf


